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Finiteness is traditionally considered a dependency between tense and agreement to enable subject case. When tense is absent, agreement is too, resulting in a non-finite clause. However, not all languages correlate subject agreement/case and finiteness in this way. There are languages that have non-finite clauses that have tense such as West Flemish (1) or non-tensed finite clauses such as Portuguese (2). Furthermore, finiteness has been argued to exist even without agreement (Afarli, 2016) and the term is often seen as “…difficult to pin down.” (Cowper 2016:47).

In the Minimalist Program, the concept of inheritance of $\phi$-features from C to T provides a formal explanation for the traditional idea of finiteness in that it connects tense and agreement (Chomsky 2008). It accounts for the fact that T is not able to establish Agree by itself despite having an EPP feature while there is ample evidence that $\phi$-features are hosted in C (Bayer, 1984). Feature inheritance (FI) thus enables A-movement to T initiated by the probe from T’s inherited $\phi$-features. While this seems at first glance of somewhat non-optimal design, Richards (2007, 2012) argues that feature inheritance (FI) is the a necessary and only way to reconcile the following premises.

**Premise 1:** Value and Transfer of uFs ($\phi$-and EPP) must happen simultaneously.

**Premise 2:** The edge (C) and non-edge (TP) of a phase are transferred separately.

In this paper, I will present some evidence from Inuktitut that shows that C-T $\phi$-inheritance cannot be a necessary part of the derivation in a language where subject agreement and case are not contingent on Tense. I follow Den Dikken (2014), which argues Premise 1 is untenable (see also Epstein et al. 2010). I argue that in Inuktitut however, T has no EPP and agreement and subject case is solely hosted on C (Compton 2017). T instead has a non-probing Tense feature.

Evidence that Tense is present and interpretable in Inuktitut but not correlated to subject case and agreement comes from tense interpretation in embedded conjunctive clauses (Hayashi and Oshima 2015), morpheme order (Compton 2017, Hayashi and Spreng 2005), and proposals that Inuktitut has no non-finite conjunctive clauses (Johns & Smallwood 1999). The analysis is based on the view that subjects are always absolutive and ergative case is inherent case in Inuktitut similar to many other proposals along those lines for other ergative languages such as Woolford (2006), Anand and Nevins (2006), Coon (2013), Polinsky (2016). It should in principle be compatible with other proposals on ergativity in Inuktitut (Johns 1992, Pittman 2009), since it only affects the issue of FI and whether it is a necessary component of Phase-based Syntax (Chomsky, 2008). FI and thus the concept of finiteness can hereby be shown to be subject to language variation as discussed in detail in Eide (2016).

(1) a. Mee ik da gisteren te zeggen hee-se dat hus gekocht
   with I that yesterday to say has-she that house bought
   ‘Because of my saying that yesterday she has bought that house.’

b. Voor gie da te krygen goa-je vele moeten veranderen
   for you that to get go-you much must change
   ‘In order to get that you’ll have to change a lot.’ (Haegeman 1985:125)

(2) o Manel pensa [CP ter-emi] [IP amogos t i levado o livro]
   the Manel thinks to.have-Agr his friends taken the book
   ‘Manel thinks that his friends have taken the book’ (Raposo 1987:98)
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